Td 15 module

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. It s a powerful-yet-affordable module for the live stage and recording studio. Thanks
to Behavior Modeling Technology, the response becomes much more precise and faster, and
the ambience enhances the sounds more realistically all of which were difficult to realize with
the previous sound module. Behavior Modeling TechnologyBeyond the physical modeling of
instruments, Roland goes a step further by modeling the instrument s distinctive behavior and
how it responds to the performer, resulting in natural, expressive sounds that evolve
organically in realtime. Internal Songs and Song PlayerThe TD is equipped with realistic and
powerful onboard backing songs and loop phrases, which are perfect for practicing as well as
for the pure enjoyment of playing along. You can mix the balance of your drumming with the
backing track, change the tempo of the song with the Speed Control, loop specific sections with
A-B repeat, and take your practice sessions to a new level. Skip to main content. Currently
unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Visit the Roland Store.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free business account. Have a question?
There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product
information Item Weight 1. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top review from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I prefer
the Roland electronic drums for many reasons. Firstly, I fell in love with them the minute I
played them because they are easier to play and my playing improved. I feel I'm a better
drummer on them. Second, I absolutely love that the loud sound does not come from the heads
I'm hitting, it allows me to hear the mix of the band better while preserving my own hearing. I
love how small and compact they are allowing me to see and reach better. Physical reasons; I
noticed my hands don't ache as much playing them. I don't know if I've got the onset of carpal
tunnel or what but the bounce of the mesh and the rubber cymbals relieves the hand stress a
bit. When I outstretch my arms quickly to hit a cymbal, I get a shooting pain up my arm so
having everything as close as possible is advantageous. The ability to change sounds, which I
don't do much, but it's still a cool feature. Roland hit a home run with these babies and I can't
give them up. I hope that helps y'all understand where I'm coming from. Being able to reduce
stage volume is a great thing. I don't know about you all, but I hate not being able to have a
conversation over the band. People love live music, but they also want to enjoy the company
they are with and these drums enable that much better. I like that fact that they're always in tune
and always make the sounds of a high end drum set. No fussing around with tuning. You can
tighten the heads for the bounce you want without affecting the tuning. They're great for the
studio because they don't have any weird vibrations you have to hunt down. One person found
this helpful. See all reviews. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: drums
module , midi drum , roland module , Roland Modules , roland drum , roland drums. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable
Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders
Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital
Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack
Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second
Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Matching on-the-move designs with supreme
playability and heavyweight features, the FP-X series represents a fresh generation of portable
pianos. All-in-one song production with authentic Roland sounds and songwriting tools to
assist modern music makers at any level. Subscribe to the Roland Newsletter to get the latest
articles, videos, and news about your favorite Roland products. Protect your investment.
Register your product and stay up-to-date with the latest warranty information. Thanks to
Behavior Modeling Technology, the response becomes much more precise and faster, and the
ambience enhances the sounds more realistically â€” all of which were difficult to realize with
the previous sound module. The TD is equipped with realistic and powerful onboard backing
songs and loop phrases, which are perfect for practicing as well as for the pure enjoyment of
playing along. You can mix the balance of your drumming with the backing track, change the
tempo of the song with the Speed Control, loop specific sections with A-B repeat, and take your

practice sessions to a new level. This is a convenient way to repeatedly record yourself
practicing and evaluate your performance. Compact and reliable single-trigger pad that easily
mounts to a drum tension rod or other rod-type mounts. Easy to install, the single-trigger RTH
attaches securely to the metal rim of nearly any standard drum. Ideal for use on snare drums,
the RTHR supports independent head and rim triggering for playing two different sounds from
the same drum. Click [ More info ] 2. If you have questions about operating your Roland
product, please check our Knowledge Base for answers to the most common questions. You
can also contact our Product Support department by phone or email. Roland Users Group Read,
watch, listen, and learn about Roland products and the people that use them. Email Support Get
your questions answered by a Roland product specialist. Register Products Protect your
investment. Stories Learn Discover Blog Stories Spark creativity with in-depth writing on
people, trends, tech, and history. Learn Expand your knowledge with tutorials and guides from
subject-matter experts. Discover Experience Roland with an immersive collection of interactive
pages and microsites. Home Discontinued TD Home. Internal Songs and Song Player The TD is
equipped with realistic and powerful onboard backing songs and loop phrases, which are
perfect for practicing as well as for the pure enjoyment of playing along. Matching on-the-move
designs with supreme playability and heavyweight features, the FP-X series represents a fresh
generation of portable pianos. All-in-one song production with authentic Roland sounds and
songwriting tools to assist modern music makers at any level. Subscribe to the Roland
Newsletter to get the latest articles, videos, and news about your favorite Roland products.
Protect your investment. Register your product and stay up-to-date with the latest warranty
information. Powerful and affordable, this V-Drums sound engine is ideal for both the live stage
and recording studio. As the snare and floor tom, the TDKV equipped with the new PDX, a
lightweight inch mesh head V-Pad with an advanced dual-trigger sensor, a metal rim hoop, a
tensionable head, and a compact casing. For perfect positioning, the dual-mounting capability
increases your setup versatility. Built tank-tough and ready to take a pounding, the mesh head
V-Pad sports a cool black finish with chrome bracket. Used in conjunction with the TD sound
module, the pad lets you play rimshots, and the sound will change naturally depending on the
strength of your stroke. Great for fast setup and easy transport, the VH mounts on conventional
hi-hat stands, and provides a similar playing feel to a two-piece hi-hat. With optimized
weight-balance and sensitivity, the CYC for crash provides a natural swinging motion and
accurate triggering for consistent crash performance, including choke control. As a ride
cymbal, the CYR offers an enlarged bow area and a realistic playing feel, with accurate
three-way triggering for edge, bow and bell. With new mechanics and a cloth-designed bass
drum head, the KD-9 provides great feel, dynamic response, accurate triggering and solid
playability even with using a double pedal. You can adjust the position of the cymbals and toms
freely for the ideal ergonomic setup. Highly effective sound isolation foot designed to be used
with a kick pad and hi-hat stand in a V-Drums set. Click [ More info ] 2. If you have questions
about operating your Roland product, please check our Knowledge Base for answers to the
most common questions.
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You can also contact our Product Support department by phone or email. Roland Users Group
Read, watch, listen, and learn about Roland products and the people that use them. Email
Support Get your questions answered by a Roland product specialist. Register Products Protect
your investment. Stories Learn Discover Blog Stories Spark creativity with in-depth writing on
people, trends, tech, and history. Learn Expand your knowledge with tutorials and guides from
subject-matter experts. Discover Experience Roland with an immersive collection of interactive
pages and microsites. Acclaimed V-Cymbals for Crash and Ride With optimized weight-balance
and sensitivity, the CYC for crash provides a natural swinging motion and accurate triggering
for consistent crash performance, including choke control. Natural-Feel Kick Pad With new
mechanics and a cloth-designed bass drum head, the KD-9 provides great feel, dynamic
response, accurate triggering and solid playability even with using a double pedal.

